The Complete Knitting Set is written by READER'S DIGEST in English language. Release on 2003-11-10, this book has 1 page count that attach constructive information with easy reading experience. The book was publish by Readers Digest, it is one of best crafts & hobbies book genre that gave you everything love about reading. You can find The Complete Knitting Set book with ISBN 0762104643.

Start knitting-expertly and creatively-in no time with this all-in-one set includes a techniques book that teaches the essential knitting basics, a project book with instructions for 19 different items ranked by skill level, 12 stitch-pattern cards, and the tools and materials needed to complete one project.

The Complete Knitting Readers Digest Related Books

**Are You Still Mad? (Reader's Digest) (All-Star Readers)**

Anna and Sonya are best friends and love to play together, but after they have a disagreement about how to play, Anna says she never wants to play with Sonya again. Anna tried to play dolls by herself, but her doll's best friend is at Sonya's house. Anna goes to the park by herself, but it's not all that fun with out someone to see-saw with. When Anna sees Sonya riding her bike alone, she asks her if she wants to jump rope together. After playing together again, Anna realizes it's more fun to pl...
The Complete Photo Guide to Knitting
This volume is a comprehensive how-to book about all aspects of knitting. This book is a reference for all knitting techniques, beginning with the basics of how to knit. A large section of the book is devoted to showing different stitch patterns, arranged in style categories for easy reference. Special knitting topics will be explored in depth: cables, intarsia, entrelac, Fair Isle knitting, and lace knitting. A section will discuss yarns: fibers, how they are spun, gauge, and how to choose.

Traditional Fair Isle Knitting (Dover Knitting, Crochet, Tatting, Lace)
Situated far to the north of the Scottish mainland, the Shetlands are famous for the dampness of their climate and the excellence of their wool a pair of distinctions that fostered the development of a vibrant form of patterned knitting. Fair Isle's unusual technique employs two colors in each row; the wool not in use is stranded along the back in short loops, resulting in an extremely warm and weatherproof double fabric. In this definitive guide, the author shows how any circular-method knittin...

The Knitting Book I Want the Most - Ireland Spent Knitting( With CD-ROM) (Chinese Edition)
This book shows 67 new works of the popular knitting expert Wang Jinghui taking the fashionable Ireland spent knitting as the design theme. It is equipped with not only exquisite fashionable models clothing display, but also detailed illustrations and interpretations. What is more important is that with detailed guidance on Ireland spent knitting, this book not only allows readers to appreciate the charm of Ireland spent knitting clothing, also makes it possible for readers to get to learn to kn...

The Intellectual Devotional Health: Revive Your Mind, Complete Your Education, and Digest a Daily Dose of Wellness Wisdom
In this fourth installment of the New York Times best-selling Intellectual Devotional series, authors Noah Oppenheim and David Kidder have partnered with Bruce K. Young, MD, to offer a years worth of medical knowledge and wellness wisdom. Each daily dose in this infectious volume offers insight into the mysterious terrain of the human body and the factors that impact its constitution. Drawn from seven diverse categories, including lifestyle and preventive medicine; the mind; medical milestones; ...

The Complete Guide to Tutoring Struggling Readers
This easy-to-use guide will help educators plan and implement intervention lessons for struggling readers that align with the English Language Arts Common Core State Standards. The authors offer hands-on guidance for designing interventions across all grade levels, provide ample tutoring plans and lessons, and describe procedures for teaching print skills, comprehension, vocabulary, fluency, and study skills.

The Gun Digest Book of the 1911: A Complete Look at the Use, Care & Repair of the 1911 Pistol, Vol. 1
Does Your 1911 Stack Up? When John Browning designed the Model 1911 pistol for Colt's Manufacturing Co. he created the standard by which pistols have been judged for more than 90 years. Now Patrick Sweeney provides the first in-depth look at the Model 1911 in all its forms, complete with information on ammunition, after-market parts and performance testing of semi-custom guns. This book shows you what the 1911 is and what it can become. If you own a 1911 now or have ever considered buying one, thi...

The Complete Bullshit-Free and Totally Tested Writing Guide: How To Make Publishers, Agents, Editors & Readers Fall In Love With Your Work
"How do I get published?" Following the successful publication of his book, Live Like A Fruit Fly, Gabe Berman is asked this question more than any other. Do you know why you don't know how to get published? Because nobody does. And that's why the idea of writing a book is so utterly overwhelming. There isn't a map. You're on your own. Until now. Questions For You: Do you feel destined to be one of the great writers? Are you writing a book? Are you self publishing? Are you looking for liter...
Readers and Writers with a Difference: A Holistic Approach to Teaching Struggling Readers and Writers

When the first edition of Readers and Writers with a Difference appeared in 1988, it shattered the myth that whole language instruction was too unstructured and inexplicit to help remedial and learning disabled students. By providing specific assessment and instructional strategies, it was one of the first texts to show that struggling readers and writers could, indeed, benefit from holistic methods-not just in the resource room, but in the regular classroom as well. Today, as more and more stu...

Automobile Digest

Vintage Wisdom For 45 years, Automobile Digest was the ultimate source of automotive wisdom, how-to advice, technical know-how and advertising for car professionals and hard-core enthusiasts. The magazine started out in 1918 as American Automotive Digest, then evolved into Automobile Digest before ceasing publication in 1953. During its time, the magazine was unrivaled as a definitive resource for product and repair information for true "car guys." Now, car fanatics can revisit the golden years ...